Understanding how the functional connectivity of a neural network (i.e. the statistical dependencies among different neurons) depends upon its anatomical connectivity and how it is modulated by other network parameters is a central topic in neuroscience \[[@B1]\]. However, only few analytical investigations of functional connectivity in network models have been reported \[[@B2]\]. A difficulty for such analytical studies is that they require in principle characterizing the bifurcation points (i.e. the parameter values at which the network undergoes a sudden change in dynamics) and how functional connectivity changes close to such points. Given that biological networks have a finite number of neurons, it is also important to develop such analytical studies without relying only on large network approximations that neglect finite-size effects. To overcome these difficulties, here we developed a new approach to investigate the dynamics of finite-size networks composed by interconnected inhibitory and excitatory neurons. We applied this approach to a network of neurons described by voltage-based differential equations, with an input to each neuron provided by a deterministic current superimposed to a weak normally distributed stochastic component.

To understand the interplay between the deterministic dynamics of the network and the effects of random fluctuations in a finite-size network, we proceeded in two steps.

First, we neglected the stochastic component of the input and we performed a complete numerical and analytical bifurcation analysis while varying the deterministic inputs and the strength of the connections. We did this using the *MatCont*continuation package \[[@B3]\] and the analytical expressions of the Jacobian matrix eigenvalues. We found that our finite-size network displayed standard bifurcations such as saddle-node and Hopf manifolds. Specifically, these manifolds describe the input currents values for which equilibria collide and annihilate to each other, and for which self-sustained oscillations arise, respectively. Moreover, strong inhibition gave rise to additional branch point bifurcations: for highly negative synaptic weights, the system exhibited special multiple solutions characterized by heterogeneous membrane potentials. These particular solutions represent new finite-size effects not captured by large network approximations.

Second, we inserted stochastic components into the input and studied the behaviour of the network under the effect of noise. Specifically, we used a new first-order perturbative method where the perturbative parameter is the standard deviation of the noise in the input. This technique allowed the analytical calculation of the cross-correlation between firing rates, and of the Fisher information about the external input carried by the network. Our analytical solutions showed that the neurons become independent when the deterministic component of the input is strong, while they become correlated for smaller current values lying on the saddle-node manifold. The latter is due to a counter-intuitive finite-size effect \[[@B4]\] that can be fully captured by our formalism. Furthermore, in our network strong correlations led to large Fisher information values, thus enhancing the encoding precision of the network with respect to the input variables. This also shows that reducing correlations among neurons activity does not imply an enhancement of the information encoding, as suggested in some studies \[[@B5]\].
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